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In art and architecture proportion is
everything. Coupled with a respect for
tradition, this Wellesley Farms home
derives much of its beauty and charm
from that basic principal.
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ith two pre-school children, the clients are a classic example of a young
couple whose life cycle begins with careers and families in an urban condo
followed by a migration to the suburbs in search of more living space. They
fell in love with a 1930s Wellesley Farms house designed by Benjamin Proctor, Jr.,
a locally renowned architect who is credited with several public buildings and a
handful of private brick residences in Wellesley. A rare example of his clapboard
designs, this house was largely unaltered from Proctor’s original plan.

The clients’ challenge to the architect, Jan Gleysteen
of Jan Gleysteen Architects, Inc., in Wellesley, was
to increase the size of the existing 3,600-squarefoot house by another 3,200 square feet without
impinging upon its historical integrity. The renovation
consists of a new kitchen, master bath, master
dressing room, laundry room and an updating of the
mechanical and electrical systems. Vinyl siding was
removed from the exterior and a new roof, shutters
and windows were installed.
The addition includes a new family room, mudroom,
two additional bedrooms and bathrooms, a basement
rec room, and an attached three-car garage. As
Gleysteen puts it, “The hat trick was to keep the
proportions the same while enlarging the overall
space.” One solution was to replicate existing details
like eaves and trim profiles. Keeping the rooflines low
maintained the hierarchy and graceful proportions
of the original structure while affording plenty of
locations for custom built-in bookcases, drawers and
window seats. In the new garage wing that forms
an ell with the main body of the house, the custom
casing around the doors preserves the look of the
original. Meanwhile, the third bay is kept to a single
story and set back from the main garage massing to
create the illusion of a smaller scale two-car garage.

In the kitchen, cabinets are a custom design by
JGA, built by Walter Lane Cabinetmaker and handpainted Benjamin Moore Sea Pearl. Carrara marble
counters and backsplash are a clean backdrop
for the island counter stained walnut to match an
existing wood counter in the butler’s pantry.
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Where additional space was required, Gleysteen
turned to Proctor’s original blueprints for inspiration,
as with the enlarged kitchen where he duplicated an
existing bay window. The new floor plan is organized
into discreet living spaces, similar in scale to the
existing rooms.

The clients’ overall aim was to preserve the period
feel of the house. Working with interior designer
Kate Coughlin of Kate Coughlin Interiors, in Boston,
the clients opted for intimately scaled versus large
open spaces. For example, there’s a charming arts
and crafts nook for the kids off the upstairs hallway,
wallpapered with nautical charts of Nantucket Sound
that recall the clients’ summer sailing trips.
Coughlin’s approach to design is to create a balance
between high style and the practical requirements
of family living. She achieves this by incorporating
kid-friendly materials like the lucite stools in the
kitchen and a sisal rug by Stark in an otherwise formal
dining room. There’s a juxtaposition of old and new
throughout the house, as in the dining room’s 18thcentury Louis XVI crystal chandelier, contemporary
linen wall covering by Galbraith & Paul and the
clients’ repurposed drapes from their Beacon Hill
condo. Wherever possible, the original millwork and
oak flooring were restored and new wood flooring in
the additional spaces was sourced to match. Many
of the vintage light fixtures were refurbished and
great effort was made to find the correct hardware,
including butterfly hinges and latch handles for the
interior doors.
Gleysteen’s addition to this classic neo-Colonial
home is an organic extension of the original structure,
and it is difficult to differentiate the old sections from
the new. The dedication to maintaining the character
of the house by everyone involved with the project
would prove to be both a challenge and a reward.
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The clients’ overall aim was to preserve the period
feel of the house.

TOP: An ottoman table by Bunny Williams is the centerpiece of the family room; “Driftwood” wall covering by Philip
Jeffries; “Kismet” curtains by Sister Parish. ABOVE LEFT: The arched entry replicates the archways in the existing
front hall. ABOVE RIGHT: The millwork and corner cupboard with carved shell motif were repurposed from the
original part of the house and custom-glazed with Benjamin Moore “Tapestry Beige.”
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ENDLESS INSPIRATION.
IN STYLE.

KITCHEN DESIGN & INSTALLATION
MAINSTREETBOTELLOS.COM • MASHPEE, MA • 508-477-3132

We are much more than
just Draperies and Blinds.
Custom Draperies
Kirsch Drapery Hardware
Plantation Shutters
Thibaut Fabric and Wallpaper
Anna French Fabrics & more.

706 Teaticket Hwy, E. Falmouth, MA
508-457-0077
387 Nathan Ellis Hwy, Mashpee, MA
508-419-1008
TOP: A new four-season enclosure was added to the existing porch. The landscape design breaks the large property into a series of terraces. Shown here is the “middle” terrace. ABOVE LEFT: Sister Parish wallpaper freshens up a
pretty-in-pink powder room, while sconces above the medicine cabinets were part of the original house and repainted. ABOVE RIGHT: The elegant living room features a white lacquered chair by Jan Showers with Lee Jofa velvet
fabric, Stark carpet and accent pillows by Manuel Canovas.
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www.kcsdrapery.com
Re-Upholstery, Custom indoor/outdoor cushions, Ready Made Valances, Drapery Hardware,
fabrics including Sunbrella, Wallpaper, Area and Rope Rugs, Cottage Furniture, Nautical Gifts, and much more.
Like us on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/kcsdraperyandblind email: kcsdrapery@aol.com
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